The spliceosome is a highly complex, dynamic ribonucleoprotein molecular machine that undergoes numerous structural and compositional rearrangements that lead to the formation of its active site. Recent advances in cyroelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) have provided a plethora of near-atomic structural information about the inner workings of the spliceosome. Aided by previous biochemical, structural, and functional studies, cryo-EM has confirmed or provided a structural basis for most of the prevailing models of spliceosome function, but at the same time allowed novel insights into splicing catalysis and the intriguing dynamics of the spliceosome. The mechanism of pre-mRNA splicing is highly conserved between humans and yeast, but the compositional dynamics and ribonucleoprotein (RNP) remodeling of the human spliceosome are more complex. Here, we summarize recent advances in our understanding of the molecular architecture of the human spliceosome, highlighting differences between the human and yeast splicing machineries.
INTRODUCTION
Pre-mRNA introns are defined by three short consensus sequences, the 5 ′ splice site (SS), the 3 ′ SS, and the branch site (BS,) which is often followed by a pyrimidine-rich region (the PPT) ( Fig. 1A ) . Pre-mRNA splicing involves two sequential SN2-type transesterification reactions (Fig. 1B) . First, the 2 ′ -OH group of the branch site adenosine (BS-A) carries out a nucleophilic attack at the phosphodiester bond of the 5 ′ SS, producing the cleaved 5 ′ exon and the intron lariat-3 ′ exon intermediates. During step 2, the 3 ′ -OH group of the 5 ′ exon attacks the 3 ′ SS, leading to exon ligation and intron excision. In higher eukaryotes, most pre-mRNAs undergo alternative splicing (Pan et al. 2008) , during which different sets of exons from a pre-mRNA are spliced together, leading to different mRNA isoforms and vastly amplifying the palette of translated proteins. Furthermore, errors in splicing or its regulation are either the basis for or modulate the severity of many human diseases (Daguenet et al. 2015; Lee and Rio 2015) .
Nuclear pre-mRNA introns contain relatively little conserved secondary or tertiary structure information and thus depend on the spliceosome to align their reactive sites (i.e., the 5 ′ SS, BS, and 3 ′ SS) for splicing catalysis. The major spliceosomal building blocks are the U1, U2, U4/U6, and U5 small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs). Each consists of a small nuclear RNA (snRNA) (or two, in the case of U4/U6), seven Sm proteins that form a ring (or seven Lsm proteins in the case of U6), and a variable number of snRNPspecific proteins ( Fig. 1F ) . Under splicing conditions, the U4/U6 and U5 snRNPs form a 25S U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP, in which the U4 and U6 snRNAs are base-paired, forming a three-way junction. The functionally important regions of the snRNAs are highly conserved, as is-for the most part-the protein composition of the snRNPs, although some proteins that are snRNP-associated in yeast are instead recruited to the human spliceosome as non-snRNP associated factors, and vice versa.
Spliceosome assembly proceeds stepwise and the generation of its active site requires extensive structural and compositional rearrangements (Fig. 1C ) (Will and Lühr-mann 2011) . These are driven mainly by eight conserved DEXD/H-box ATPases or RNA helicases that trigger RNA-RNA and RNA-protein rearrangements (Cordin and Beggs 2013) . Initially, U1 snRNP interacts with the pre-mRNA, via base-pairing between the 5 ′ end of U1 snRNA and the 5 ′ SS, and is stabilized by U1-associated proteins. Subsequently, U2 snRNP stably interacts with the BS, forming the spliceosomal A complex. In the latter, U2 snRNA base pairs with the BS, whereby the BS-A bulges out from the U2/BS helix. The U2-BS interaction is reinforced by the U2AF65/35 heterodimer, which binds the PPT, and by the U2-associated, heteromeric protein complexes SF3a and SF3b that contact the intron 6 to 26 nucleotides upstream of the BS-A (the so-called anchoring site) (Gozani et al. 1996) . Next, the preformed U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP joins the A complex, generating the pre-B complex in which the tri-snRNP is not yet stably bound (Boesler et al. 2016) . Initial tri-snRNP docking is facilitated by the formation of a short duplex (U2/U6 helix II) between the 5 ′ and 3 ′ ends of the U2 and U6 snRNA, respectively (Fig. 1D ). In humans, stable tri-snRNP integration requires the action of the helicase PRP28 (Boesler et al. 2016) , which disrupts the U1/5 ′ SS helix, allowing the latter to base-pair with the conserved U6 ACAGA box (Staley and Guthrie 1999) . This destabilizes the U1 snRNP and yields the precatalytic B complex. In the latter, loop 1 of U5 snRNA interacts with ′ splice site (SS), branch site (BS), and 3 ′ SS of U2-type (major) premRNA introns in metazoans and the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. (B) Schematic of the two-step splicing reaction. p, phosphates at the 5 ′ and 3 ′ splice sites, which are conserved in the splicing products. (C) Assembly, catalytic activation, and disassembly pathway of the spliceosome. For simplicity, the ordered interactions of the U1, U2, U4/ U6, and U5 small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs), but not non-snRNP spliceosomal proteins, are shown. Helicases required for splicing in both yeast and humans are indicated and include the Ski2-like helicase BBR2, the DEAD-box helicases UAP56, PRP5, and PRP28, and the DEAH-box helicases PRP2, PRP16, PRP22, and PRP43. Step 1
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Catalytic activation occurs stepwise, with RNA helicase BRR2 initially unwinding the U4/U6 snRNA duplex (Cordin and Beggs 2013) . After displacement of U4 snRNP and integration of numerous proteins, the B act complex is generated. Subsequent action of RNA helicase PRP2 transforms B act into a catalytically competent B * complex, which catalyzes step 1 of splicing (branching), yielding the C complex. The latter contains the cleaved 5 ′ exon and the intron lariat-3 ′ exon. Remodeling of the C complex by the helicase PRP16 generates the C * complex, which performs the second catalytic step (exon ligation), yielding the P ( postsplicing) complex (Horowitz 2012) . The release of the mRNA, which generates the intron lariat spliceosome (ILS), is catalyzed by the helicase PRP22. Finally, the ILS is dismantled by PRP43 helicase, and the U2, U5, and U6 snRNPs that are released are recycled for additional rounds of splicing.
The spliceosomal RNA network is restructured into a catalytically active conformation during the transformation of B into B * ( Fig. 1 ) . After disruption of U4/U6 stems I and II, U6 snRNA is extensively restructured. The U6 internal stem-loop (U6 ISL) is generated, and U6 forms additional base-pairs with U2, yielding the U2/U6 helices Ia and Ib. A catalytic U6 RNA triplex is also formed, whereby two nucleotides of the U6 ACAGA-GAG sequence and U6-U74 form Hoogsteen base-pair interactions with the U6-catalytic triad AGC sequence of helix Ib (Fig. 1D,E) (Fica et al. 2014; Hang et al. 2015) . Phosphorothioate substitution studies showed that U6 catalyzes both steps of pre-mRNA splicing by positioning two Mg 2+ ions that stabilize the leaving groups during each reaction (Fica et al. 2013) . The active site RNA conformations of the spliceosome and group II introns are highly similar (Zhao and Pyle 2017) , but the former requires proteins for its formation and stabilization as described below.
Human and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (subsequently referred to as yeast) spliceosomes share a common set of about 85 core spliceosomal proteins that are evolutionarily conserved ). In higher eukaryotes, about 80 additional proteins, with no counterparts in yeast, copurify with the splicing machinery throughout its assembly and catalytic stages (Jurica and Moore 2003; Agafonov et al. 2011) . These include, among others, (1) numerous SR and hnRNP proteins, which play a major part in regulating alternative splicing (Zhou and Fu 2013) , and (2) proteins with potential enzymic functions that may act as molecular switches or conformational driving forces-that is, kinases, several RNA helicases including Aquarius (AQR, also termed IBP160), and seven peptidyl-prolyl isomerases (PPIases). Human spliceosomal proteins are also subject to substantially more posttranslational modification than yeast proteins. Many spliceosomal proteins, in addition to the snRNPs, are pre-organized into large functional ensembles, which simplifies the assembly landscape and enhances the kinetics of spliceosome assembly. These include the retention and splicing (RES) complex (Dziembowski et al. 2004) , the splicing essential PRP19/CDC5L complex (Makarova et al. 2004) , and the pentameric intron-binding complex (IBC) (Fig. 1F) . The yeast counterparts of some IBC and PRP19/CDC5L complex proteins are pre-organized in a different manner (Fig. 1G) . That is, they are found in the large Prp19 complex (NTC, nineteen complex) together with additional spliceosomal proteins, some of which in human are recruited independently (i.e., SKIP, SYF2, SYF3) and/or at a different stage (SYF2) of splicing. Thus, not only is the assembly of the human spliceosome more complex, with likely additional assembly intermediates, but also more highly regulated.
The protein composition of the spliceosome changes from one spliceosomal complex to the next ( Fig. 1F ) . For example, during the pre-B to B complex transition, nine B-specific proteins are stably integrated. The greatest exchange of proteins occurs during the B to B act transition, in which in humans about 20 proteins are released/destabilized, and more than 25 proteins are newly integrated. During this transition, U4/U6-and B-specific proteins are destabilized/released, whereas the PRP19/CDC5L and RES complexes, the IBC, and other proteins, including those operationally designated PRP19/ CDC5L-related (nineteen-related, NTR) are stably integrated. Unlike PRP19/CDC5L and IBC proteins, PRP19-related proteins are not recruited as part of a large preformed complex. How this dramatic exchange of proteins takes place is presently unclear, but likely proceeds through several intermediates, in which the loss of certain proteins provides novel binding sites required to recruit others.
STRUCTURE OF HUMAN SPLICEOSOMAL snRNPs
Whereas the molecular architecture of the human U1 snRNP was revealed by X-ray crystallography (Pomeranz Krummel et al. 2009; Weber et al. 2010 ), a high-resolution structure of the isolated 17S U2 snRNP is currently lacking. Cryo-EM was successfully used to elucidate the molecular organization of the human (h) and yeast (y) U4/U6.U5 trisnRNP (Nguyen et al. 2015 (Nguyen et al. , 2016 Agafonov et al. 2016; Wan et al. 2016a) , the largest spliceosomal subunit. The U4/U6 snRNP is located in the upper part of the (h)trisnRNP ( Fig. 2A) . Stems I and II of the U4/U6 three-way junction are stacked co-axially and stabilized by U4/U6 proteins that also extensively interact with each other. sistent with previous studies (Schaffert et al. 2004 ), PRP6 plays a key bridging function in the tri-snRNP, contacting PRP4 and other U4/U6 proteins, and U5 PRP8. U5 PRP8 and SNU114 are located in the central region of the tri-snRNP, whereas the U5 Sm core is located at the bottom ( Fig. 2A ). Prp8 is a large, highly conserved scaffolding protein that contains several functionally important domains (Fig. 2B) . Cross-linking studies showed that Prp8 interacts with all of the chemically reactive groups of the pre-mRNA (5 ′ SS, BS, and 3 ′ SS) (Grainger and Beggs 2005) , and these interactions were subsequently confirmed by cryo-EM of various spliceosomal complexes (Scheres and Nagai 2017; Shi 2017) . In the isolated tri-snRNP (and after its integration into the spliceosome), the Prp8 amino-terminal domain (Prp8 NTD ) tightly grasps U5 stem I, holding it in a rigid conformation and at a later stage positioning U5 loop 1 close to the active site. PRP8 also interacts extensively with the GTP-binding protein SNU114 mainly via its amino-terminal domain (NTD). SNU114 shares structural homology with the ribosome elongation factor EF-2/EF-G. In all currently available high-resolution cryo-EM structures of the spliceosome, Snu114 shows the same compact structure and appears to bind GTP, suggesting that it does not hydrolyse GTP to facilitate a conformational change in the spliceosome (for detailed discussion, see Plaschka et al. 2019) .
The U5 helicase BRR2 contains two helicase cassettes ( Fig. 2B ), but only the amino-terminal cassette (NC) actively unwinds U4/U6 (Santos et al. 2012 ). BBR2 NC is tightly bound by the PRP8 carboxy-terminal Jab1 domain (PRP8 Jab1 ) throughout the splicing cycle, and as a consequence BRR2 is the only spliceosomal helicase that does not dissociate from the spliceosome after its action. Several mechanisms exist to prevent premature BRR2 activity including (1) auto-inhibition by its large amino-terminal region, which contains a helical PLUG and PWI-like domain ( Fig. 2B ) that folds back onto BRR2's helicase cassettes, preventing ATP hydrolysis and RNA binding (Absmeier et al. 2015) and (2) insertion of the carboxy-terminal tail of PRP8 Jab1 into the RNA binding channel of BRR2 NC , inhibiting accommodation of U4 snRNA (Mozaffari-Jovin et al. 2013) . In (h)tri-snRNPs, not only is BRR2 repressed by its amino-terminal region, but its NC is located about 10 nm from its U4/U6 substrate .
Surprisingly, although the region comprising the PRP8 NTD , SNU114, and U5 Sm core is structurally very similar, the remaining parts of yeast and human tri-snRNPs differ in their conformation or position to varying degrees (Fig. 2C ). Most strikingly, in (y)tri-snRNPs, BRR2 is located ∼20 nm away from its position in (h)tri-snRNPs (Fig. 2) . Moreover, as yeast Brr2 is loaded onto U4 snRNA and is not auto-inhibited (Nguyen et al. 2016; Wan et al. 2016a ), it appears to be ready to unwind the U4/U6 duplex. Indeed, unlike purified (h)tri-snRNPs, purified (y)tri-snRNPs dissociate in the presence of ATP in a BRR2-dependent manner (Nguyen et al. 2015; Agafonov et al. 2016) . The different molecular organization of BRR2 could (1) reflect differences in the early stages of the spliceosome activation process in yeast versus humans and/or (2) be the result of the absence of Sad1 in (y)tri-snRNPs, which plays a key role in stabilizing the tri-snRNP in yeast extract (Huang et al. 2014) . In (h)tri-snRNPs, SAD1 binds SNU114, BRR2's PWI domain and U4/U6-PRP31, thereby stabilizing the interaction between U5 and U4/U6, and also tethering BRR2 at a distance from U4/U6 ).
STRUCTURE OF THE PRECATALYTIC B COMPLEX
Cryo-EM of human (Bertram et al. 2017a ) and yeast (Plaschka et al. 2017 ) spliceosomal B complexes showed that their globular head domain is comprised of the U2 snRNP, and their triangular body contains mainly the U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP ( Fig. 2A) . In human B (hB), the 5 ′ domain of U2 containing the heptameric SF3b protein complex is spatially separated from its 3 ′ domain comprised of the Sm RNP core and U2 A ′ and B ′ proteins, with proteins of the SF3a complex bridging both domains. SF3b sequesters the U2/BS helix in a similar manner to that in the B act complex (see below). U2 snRNP is connected to the tri-snRNP by the U2/U6 helix II, which is stabilized by PRP3, and by bridges between BRR2 and SF3B3 involving SMU1 ( Fig. 2A,D) , and between the U2 SF3b domain and PRP8 NTD , which likely contains the intron and SF3A1. In hB, intron nucleotides +4 to +6 base-pair with the U6 ACAGA-box and, accordingly, U1 snRNP and PRP28 are absent. This U6/5 ′ SS interaction triggers a major structural change that converts human pre-B into a stable B complex (Boesler et al. 2016) . U6 nucleotides directly upstream of the ACAGA-box also form base pairs (including noncanonical ones) with additional intron nucleotides downstream from the 5 ′ SS. This extended U6/intron helix, which is also found in human B act , C, and C * complexes, appears to be a structural feature of spliceosomes solely in higher eukaryotes and may help to stabilize the short U6/5 ′ SS helix. In hB, the extended U6/intron helix and, unlike in yeast also the 5 ′ region of U6, are accommodated by PRP8 NTD (Fig. 2A) . Most human tri-snRNP proteins undergo substantial structural rearrangements on tri-snRNP integration into the spliceosome (Fig. 2C) (Bertram et al. 2017a) . The most dramatic is observed for BRR2 and its binding partner PRP8 Jab1 , which are located in hB near the PRP8 En domain (Prp8 En ) ∼20 nm from their position in the isolated trisnRNP. Moreover, BRR2
NC is loaded onto U4 snRNA, and is poised to unwind the U4/U6 duplex. SAD1, which tethers BRR2 in its pre-activation position, is largely displaced from the B complex, which may play a role in triggering tri-snRNP rearrangements. Finally, PRP8 adopts a partially closed conformation, in which several loops emanating from Prp8's Linker are juxtaposed with its NTD and the U5 DIM1 protein. Together, they form a pocket that binds the 5 ′ SS GU nucleotides in an extended conformation, revealing an unexpected role for DIM1 in 5 ′ SS recognition (Bertram et al. 2017a) .
The structural organization of U5 and U4/U6 proteins, and PRP38 and SNU23, is highly similar in human and yeast B complexes, and, surprisingly, also in the purified yeast tri-snRNP (Fig. 2C) (Nguyen et al. 2016; Wan et al. 2016a ). This suggests that, in contrast to the situation in humans, the yeast tri-snRNP is already rearranged before docking with the A complex. Although BRR2 binds its U4/ U6 substrate and is no longer auto-inhibited in both B complexes, U4 and U6 snRNA dissociate solely from purified yeast B complexes in the presence of ATP (Bao et al. 2017) , suggesting that BRR2 is still negatively regulated in the purified human, but not yeast B complex. This implies that tri-snRNP rearrangements leading to BRR2 substrate loading and the triggering of BRR2 activity are both more complex in higher eukaryotes.
The hB cyro-EM structure revealed the likely functions of several B-specific proteins, which include those lacking a yeast counterpart, such as SMU1, RED, and FBP21, and conserved proteins like PRP38, SNU23, and MFAP1. Because of their mutually exclusive binding sites, incorporation of the latter proteins in hB requires prior displacement of PRP28. PRP38 and SNU23 contact the U6/5
′ SS helix, and may facilitate its repositioning during activation, enabling the juxtapositioning of the 5 ′ SS and U2/U6 catalytic center. The heterodimer SMU1/RED bridges U2 and the trisnRNP (Fig. 2D) , and via its interaction with BRR2 NC , it may potentially modulate BRR2 activity. Intriguingly, an α-helical element of FBP21, which was implicated in regulating BRR2 activity (Henning et al. 2017) , is positioned between BRR2
NC and U4/U6 proteins that are bound to U4/ U6 stem I (Fig. 2D ). This architecture suggests that FBP21 may act to keep U4/U6 stem I at a distance from BRR2's NC, and that its release from the spliceosome, which occurs early during activation, may play a part in triggering BRR2 activity. Thus, the initial steps toward the formation of an activated spliceosome appear to differ between yeast and humans.
STRUCTURE OF THE ACTIVATED (B act ) SPLICEOSOME
The cryo-EM structure of the B act complex (Fig. 3A ) (Rauhut et al. 2016; Yan et al. 2016; Haselbach et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018 ) provides important insights into the mechanism of spliceosome activation, and elucidates the function of proteins integrated at this stage. As first indicated by biochemical studies, the catalytic U2/U6 RNA network is already in place in B act -that is, the U6 ISL, U2/U6 helices Ia and Ib and catalytic RNA triple helix have formed. However, in contrast to catalytically active C or C * complexes, where catalytic metal ions M1 and M2 are positioned ∼4.2 Å apart (Fig. 1E ), in B act density for M1 is either missing or displaced both in humans and yeast. Thus, B act lacks a fully functional catalytic center.
The rearranged catalytic U2/U6 RNA core is stabilized to a large extent by interactions with PRP8 (Fig. 3B) . During the B to B act transition, PRP8 undergoes a further conformational change that leads to a closed conformation of its cavity that accommodates the U2/U6 RNA network. The U6 ILS fits snuggly into a basic pocket of PRP8 NTD , close to U5 loop 1, and is stabilized by PRP8 NTDL . The nearby PRP8 HB domain accommodates the U2 strand of U2/U6 helix Ib. The α-finger of the PRP8 Linker (also called the 1585-loop in yeast) further stabilizes the catalytic center by interacting with U2 nucleotides between U2/U6 helix I and the U2/BS helix. This leaves a gap between the U2/U6 catalytic center and the PRP8 Linker region in which part of RNF113A (Cwc24 in yeast) and SF3A2 are accommodated. During catalytic activation, RNF113A and SF3A2 are replaced in this gap by the U2/BS helix (Fig. 3B) , thereby juxtapositioning the first-step reactants. PRP8
NTD plays an important part in orienting the scissile bond of the 5 ′ SS toward the catalytic center. However, the bases of G+1 and U+2 of the 5 ′ SS are contacted by the carboxy-terminal zinc finger of RNF113A and amino terminus of SF3A2, thus protecting the 5 ′ SS from premature nucleophilic attack (Fig. 3C) . In B act , the catalytic RNA network is also contacted by PRP19/CDC5L complex and PRP19-related proteins (i.e., CDC5L, CWC15, PLRG1, SKIP, and SYF3). These proteins make only limited direct contacts, interacting predominantly with flipped-out nucleotides of U6 snRNA such as U68 and C60 (Fig. 3D) , consistent with studies showing that the yeast NTC plays a role in stabilizing the association of U6 with the spliceosome (Chan et al. 2003) . The resulting protein-RNA network serves to both stabilize and fine-tune the conformation of the catalytic RNA network, and may transmit structural changes in the catalytic center to the periphery of the spliceosome and vice versa. As CDC5L, SKIP, CWC15, and PLRG1 interact with PRP8, they likely also indirectly help to maintain the RNA in a catalytically active conformation by stabilizing the closed conformation of PRP8. The extensive protein-RNA network that is established in the catalytic RNP core, which is conserved between yeast and humans (Rauhut et al. 2016; Yan et al. 2016) , underscores the essential role of proteins in establishing a catalytically active RNA structure in the spliceosome. In fact, the spliceosome may be considered an RNP enzyme, in which the actual catalytic steps are facilitated by a catalytic metal-RNA center.
When PRP8 adopts its closed conformation in B act , a narrow 5 ′ exon binding channel (EBC) is created between PRP8's RT/Linker and NTD (Fig. 3E) (Fig. 3B,E) . RNF113A tightly interacts with the PPIase domain of CWC27-the only human spliceosomal PPIase with a yeast counterpart. Release of these proteins during catalytic activation likely triggers the conformational change in the PRP8 RT/En domain relative to PRP8
NTD that is observed during the B act to C complex transition (see also Fig. 7B ). This leads to tightening of PRP8's grasp on the 3 ′ end of the 5 ′ exon, thereby ensuring that it is stably bound after 5 ′ SS cleavage. In hB act , the extended U6/intron helix binds to a positively charged edge of PRP8 NTD and is further stabilized by contact with RBM22. Intron nucleotides downstream from this helix are enclosed in a positively charged channel formed by RBM22 and further downstream they are likely handed over to the RNA helicase AQR (Fig. 3A and see  below) . Thus, RBM22 plays an important part in chaperoning the 5 ′ region of the intron. In yB act , similar tasks are performed by Ecm2 and Cwc2, which contain one or more domains homologous to those found in RBM22, indicating that the latter is a fused version of Ecm2 and Cwc2 .
The conformation of the U2/U6 RNA and RNP network is largely similar in yeast and human B act , and the structure of the spliceosome's core domain does not change substantially in the subsequently formed catalytically active spliceosomal complexes. However, U2/U6 helix II adopts a unique conformation in hB act (Fig. 3F) . In yeast B act and in subsequently formed human and yeast complexes, U2/U6 helix II is bound by Syf2. In contrast, in hB act , helix II is clamped between SYF3 and the PPIase domain of PPIL2, preventing SYF2 from binding. This explains, at least in part, why in humans SYF2 binds at a later stage and is not preorganized into a large complex like its yeast counterpart. SYF3 interacts with SYF1, which also shares a large interface with the RNA helicase AQR that is absent in yeast. Rearrangement of U2/U6 helix II and the incorporation of hSYF2 during the B act to C transition in higher eukaryotes may thus involve remodeling by AQR, whose ATPase activity is required for efficient catalytic activation of human spliceosomes .
The bipartite U2 snRNP is located at the top of the hB act structure (Fig. 3A) . As in hB, the 5 ′ and 3 ′ domains of U2 are bridged by SF3a proteins that contact the U2 Sm ring and SF3b proteins in the 5 ′ domain. SF3B3, which contains act . In yB act , helix II lies in a more upright position and interacts with Syf2, whereas in hB act it lies more perpendicular (relative to the U6 ACAGA/5 ′ SS helix) and contacts the PPIase domain of the PPIL2 protein, which is not present in the S. cerevisiae spliceosome. Black circle indicates the position of PPIL2's PPIase domain. three β propeller domains (BPD) A-C, SF3B5, and PHF5A form an intricate protein network with the carboxy-terminal HEAT domain of SF3B1 (SF3B1 HEAT ), similar to that observed in the crystal structure of the human SF3b core complex (Cretu et al. 2016 ). The SF3B1 HEAT domain forms a superhelical structure that clamps the U2/BS helix between its terminal HEAT repeats (Fig. 4A) , consistent with cross-linking studies showing SF3B1 contacts the pre-mRNA on both sides of the BS (Gozani et al. 1998) . The base of the BS-A nucleotide resides in a pocket comprised of SF3B1 HEAT repeats H15-H17 and a Tyr sidechain of PHF5A (Fig. 4C) . Thus, the first catalytic step nucleophile is sequestered by protein and also located ∼5 nm from the 5 ′ SS, preventing premature 5 ′ SS cleavage. X-ray crystallography (Cretu et al. 2018 ) and cryo-EM (Finci et al. 2018 ) of the recombinant SF3b core bound by the splicing inhibitor/modulator Pladienolide B (PB) or its derivative E7107, respectively, recently revealed that these antitumor compounds bind to SF3B1 and PHF5A residues that ultimately form the BS-A binding pocket, and that, when mutated, lead to compound resistance (Fig. 4C) . Thus, inhibitor binding and accommodation of the BS-A appear to be mutually exclusive, suggesting that these SF3B inhibitors compete with the BS for SF3b binding. SF3B1 HEAT shows a more open conformation in the apo SF3b core structure (Cretu et al. 2016 ), compared with its conformation in the B and B act complex (Rauhut et al. 2016; Yan et al. 2016; Bertram et al. 2017a; Plaschka et al. 2017; Haselbach et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018) . By binding to HEAT repeats H15-H17, PB appears to act as a wedge, "locking" SF3B1
HEAT in the open form (Fig. 4C) (Cretu et al. 2018 ). In the absence of PB, interaction of the U2/BS helix with the open conformation likely induces the closed SF3B1 conformation, with H15-H17 acting as a conformational switch.
U2 and intron nucleotides upstream of the BS form an RNA helical structure comprised of many noncanonical base pairs. This extended U2/BS helix contains part of the U2 anchoring site and is contacted by SF3A2 and SF3A3, consistent with cross-linking studies (Gozani et al. 1996; Schneider et al. 2015) . As SF3A2's amino terminus also contacts the 5 ′ SS GU nucleotides, there is a direct link between the extended U2/BS helix and the 5 ′ SS. The structure of SF3b and its interactions with the extended U2/BS helix are very similar in human and yeast B act . However, in higher eukaryotes SF3b contains an additional subunit, the RRM protein SF3B6 (p14). In hB act , SF3B6 is located close to HEAT repeats 1-2 on the convex (outer) side of SF3B1 HEAT and is spatially separated by ∼5 nm from the BS-A (Fig. 4A ) (Haselbach et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018) . As SF3B6 is crosslinked to the BS-A in early spliceosomal complexes (Will et al. 2001 ), it appears to be substantially repositioned before the formation of B act .
SF3B1
HEAT not only sequesters the U2/BS helix, but also acts as a scaffold, interacting not only with SF3a/b proteins, but also several other spliceosomal proteins (Fig. 4A,B ). SNU17's RES complex binding partner BUD13 interacts with PRP8
RT and thus the RES proteins bridge the major structural modules of the U2 (the SF3B complex) and U5 snRNP (PRP8) (Fig. 4E) , consistent with recent studies indicating that they play an important structural role during catalytic activation (Bao et al. 2017) .
STRUCTURAL BASIS OF PRP2-MEDIATED CATALYTIC ACTIVATION
PRP2 binds HEAT repeats H7-H8, ∼6 nm from its actual target, the U2/BS helix (Fig. 4A ). PRP2 requires ∼25-30 intron nucleotides downstream from the BS to facilitate catalytic activation (Liu and Cheng 2012) . Human B act complexes analyzed by cryo-EM (Haselbach et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018) were formed on truncated pre-mRNAs with 10 or 19 nucleotides downstream from the BS. These downstream intron nucleotides contact PHF5A and exit the SF3B1 HEAT ring at repeats H4-H6, before they are bound by SNU17, but do not extend to the adjacent PRP2 binding site (as observed in yB act ). Thus, PRP2's RecA domains cannot access the intron, providing a structural basis for why PRP2 cannot catalytically activate B act complexes formed on these truncated pre-mRNAs. During B * formation, the U2/BS helix must be freed from SF3B1 HEAT , and also from other SF3b and SF3a proteins, to juxtapose the BS-A and the scissile bond of the 5 ′ SS. At the same time, RNF113A and the amino terminus of SF3A2 must be repositioned to free the 5 ′ SS and allow docking of the U2/BS helix into the catalytic center. The scaffolding function of SF3B1
HEAT likely plays an important role in the coordinated release of multiple proteins during PRP2-mediated formation of B * . That is, PRP2 has been proposed to induce, in an intron-binding and ATP-dependent manner, a conformational change in the HEAT domain curvature (Rauhut et al. 2016 ) that would disrupt its interaction with the U2/BS helix, setting free the BS-A, and destabilize the interaction of proteins which bind SF3B1, including SF3A2 and RNF113A, as well as its binding partner CWC27. Indeed, previous biochemical studies showed that PRP2 action leads to the destabilization/release of these proteins (Warkocki et al. 2009; Lardelli et al. 2010; Ohrt et al. 2012) . Thus, PRP2 facilitates remodeling of the U2/BS from a distance.
STRUCTURAL CONSEQUENCES OF SF3B1
CANCER-RELATED MUTATIONS SF3B1 mutations that occur very frequently in patients with myelodysplastic syndromes and various types of cancer (i.e., "hot spot" mutations) are located predominantly within the intrarepeat loops of HEAT repeats H4-H7 (Fig. 4) (reviewed in Jenkins and Kielkopf 2017) . In the B and B act complexes, these cancer-related mutations are located close to where the 3 ′ region of the intron exits the HEAT superhelix (Fig. 4A,D) . This region of SF3B1 forms a basic channel (Fig. 4D) , and thus hot spot mutations such as K666E or K700E, will change the surface potential and thus potentially alter intron binding. In vivo, SF3B1 hot spot mutations cause alternative BS selection, leading to cryptic 3 ′ SS usage and the formation of aberrantly spliced mRNAs (Darman et al. 2015; Alsafadi et al. 2016) . The mechanism whereby these mutations affect AS is unclear, but could also be caused by changes (1) in the conformation of SF3B1 HEAT that destabilize/alter its interaction with the U2/BS helix and/or the 3 ′ end of the intron (Jenkins and Kielkopf 2017) or (2) that alter its interaction with one or more protein, as recently shown for the RNA helicase Prp5 (Tang et al. 2016) . As BS selection occurs predominantly during A complex formation, more detailed insights into the structural consequences of SF3B1 cancer-related mutations await the determination of the cryo-EM structure of the human A and earlier complexes.
INSIGHTS INTO THE FUNCTION OF PPIases AND IBC PROTEINS DURING SPLICING
Numerous human-specific spliceosomal proteins, including several PPIases, are located in peripheral domains of hB act and their molecular organization provides insights into their functions (Fig. 3A) . One function of the spliceosomal PPIases appears to be to bridge various protein modules. For example, PPIL1 helps to anchor the PRP19 helical bundle (PRP19 HB ) to the B act main body (Fig. 3A and below) . The RRM domain of PPIE (PPIE RRM ) binds SYF1, and its PPIase domain interacts with SF3B4
RRM1 and the β-sandwich of SF3A2. PPIL2
PPIase also interacts with SF3A2, while its amino-terminal U box domains bind to SNU114 and a nearby region of PRP8 RT (Fig. 3A,E) . The PPIase domains of PPIL2 and PPIE also interact with RNA, contacting U2/U6 helix II or the intron upstream of the extended U2/BS helix, respectively (Fig. 3A,F) . Whether these PPIases act as molecular switches during splicing, isomerizing proline-peptide bonds, and thereby catalyzing protein/RNP rearrangements within the spliceosome, is not clear (Thapar 2015) .
The helicase AQR shares a large interface with SYF1's amino-terminal HAT (half a TPR) repeats 2-8, which extend close to the U2 3 ′ domain (Figs. 3A, 5A ). SYF1 and SYF3 form long, curved α-helical solenoids that cross one another close to U2/U6 helix II (Figs. 3A and 5B). Via SYF1 and its interaction partners, AQR is thus indirectly connected to the catalytic U2/U6 RNP core and U2/U6 helix II. Within spliceosomes, AQR cross-links to intron nucleotides 30-40 upstream of the BS-A (Hirose et al. 2006) . Consistent with this, intron nucleotides upstream of the extended U2/BS helix are contacted by SF3B4 RRM1 and PPIE, before apparently being transferred to AQR in hB act and hC (Figs. 3A and 5B) (Haselbach et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018 ). AQR's β-barrel also directly contacts RBM22 RRM , which binds intron nucleotides downstream from the U6/intron helix. Thus, AQR connects and potentially fixes, directly or indirectly, intron nucleotides that lie upstream of the extended U2/BS helix and downstream from the extended U6/intron helix (Fig. 3A) . This would allow the intron located between these regions, which potentially contains intronic small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) that are processed during spliceosome assembly (Hirose et al. 2006) , to loop out, and thereby prevent it from interfering with the spliceosome's core machinery.
Cryo-EM has revealed many examples of proteins that are intrinsically unfolded in the isolated state, but adopt ordered structures in the spliceosome, apparently in a coor- State 4 corresponds to the high-resolution hB act structure from Haselbach et al. (2018) that is shown in Figures 3 and 4 . Density for the PRP19 HB , PPIL1, and most of PRP17 cannot be recognized in states 1 and 2, even though there is evidence that these proteins, as well as nearly all other hB act proteins, are already present in the B act complex represented by stage 1. This means that they bind in a highly flexible manner and are simply not discernable by EM, as opposed to being first recruited to hB act at a subsequent step. In state 4, U5-40K WD40 has shifted upward by 2 nm, generating a docking site for one end of the PRP19 HB , stabilizing its conformation and leading to its appearance in state 4. Similarly, density for PRP17 and PPIL1 is also first detected in state 4, in which PPIL1 now interacts with PRP19
HB . In state 6, PPIL2 is no longer detected, and in state 8, PPIE moves toward PRP17. The U2 3 ′ domain also moves by several nm from states 2 to 8. (B) Comparison of the spatial organization of the U2 3 ′ domain, SYF1, SYF3, AQR, PPIE, and the PRP17 WD40 domain in states 2 and 8 of hB act and in the hC complex.
dinated manner with other spliceosomal proteins. Such proteins, which include RNF113A and SKIP, often form complex protein-protein networks. Indeed, SKIP meanders throughout B act , contacting at least 10 other proteins, and is therefore thought to play an important part in the conformational maturation and stabilization of B act (Fig. 4E ). Proteins like SKIP are also well-suited for transferring information from the periphery of the spliceosome to the catalytic RNP core and thus, potentially, for influencing the kinetics of the splicing reaction. A particularly interesting case of long-range communication is observed with proteins of the PRP19/CDC5L complex. Whereas, the two amino-terminal Myb domains of CDC5L bind PRP8
RT and help to stabilize the catalytic U2/U6 RNA structure, CDC5L's carboxy-terminal region forms, together with SPF27 and the coiled-coil regions of four copies of PRP19, an elongated helical bundle (PRP19 HB ) (Figs. 3A and 5A) . In B act , the latter is docked to its main body, via PPIL1, SYF1 and the U5-40K WD40 domain (U5-40K WD40 ), which communicate via PRP17 and SKIP with other regions of B act , including its catalytic core. Via these multiple contacts, the PRP19 HB potentially plays a role in transferring information from other molecular machines to the spliceosome's catalytic core.
ANALYSIS OF THE CONFORMATIONAL DYNAMICS OF hB act
Whereas the spliceosome's core is generally stable and resolved at 3.0-4.5 Å in the various complexes analyzed by cryo-EM, peripheral regions are less well-resolved and the most highly mobile elements or protein domains are not visible in many of the EM density maps. Recently, the conformational dynamics of hB act were investigated by a quantitative method (Haselbach et al. 2017 ) that combines iterative 3D classification with a newly developed approach based on 3D principal-component analysis (PCA) (Haselbach et al. 2018) . Eight major conformational states of B act present in the same cryo-EM sample were obtained (Haselbach et al. 2018) . Transitions between these different conformational states can be achieved by the available thermal energy. Comparison of their cryo-EM structures (Fig. 5) allows insight into the conformational variability of the more mobile parts/proteins of B act , which include the PRP19 HB , IBC proteins, the U2 snRNP 3 ′ domain, as well as SKIP, PRP17, PPIL1, and PPIE. During its procession from state 1 to 8, certain conformations of hB act are first generated after the coordinated translocation or stable integration of other proteins (Fig. 5) . Many of the newly created protein-protein and protein-RNA interactions, and protein conformations observed in state 8, are most similar to those in human C or C * complexes (Bertram et al. 2017b; Zhang et al. 2017; . For example, the position and conformation of the SYF1 and SYF3 HAT repeats change from state 2 to 8, but in state 8 they are most similar to those observed in C complexes (Fig. 5B) . This supports the idea that the conformational maturation of B act proceeds from state 1 to 8, with the latter likely representing the latest maturation state of hB act before it is remodeled by PRP2 into a catalytically active complex. Thus, this novel method can potentially be used to both identify and temporally order the many distinct conformational states of the spliceosome during its assembly/work cycle.
STRUCTURE OF HUMAN C AND C * COMPLEXES
The cryo-EM structures of the human C and C * complexes (Bertram et al. 2017b; Zhang et al. 2017; revealed the spliceosome's molecular architecture during the catalytic steps of splicing, and also RNP rearrangements likely mediated by the RNA helicase PRP16 during C * formation (Fig. 6) . The catalytic RNA network is highly similar in both hC and yC complexes Wan et al. 2016b; . Furthermore, in both complexes U2 snRNA has rearranged, now forming stem IIc instead of stem IIa (Fig. 1H) , which in earlier complexes interacts with SF3b proteins. This U2 restructuring may thus be triggered by the release/destabilization of SF3b during the B act to C transition. Stem IIc persists in the C * complex and, at least in yeast, in the postsplicing P complex Liu et al. 2017; Wilkinson et al. 2017) . Release of the U2/BS helix from SF3B1 by PRP2 allows it to dock into the catalytic center of the C complex, in which it is tethered by the step 1 splicing factors CCDC49 (Cwc25) and CCDC94 (Yju2), which also interact with each other. Residues in the amino terminus of CCDC94 contact ISY1 and PRP8 NTD , as well as the 5 ′ exon and U2/BS helix ( Fig. 6B ) . CCDC49 is sandwiched between the U2/BS helix and U2/ U6 helix Ia, and contacts the Prp8 α-finger. The close contact of CCDC49 and CCDC94 with the U2/BS helix is consistent with their important role in promoting step 1 of splicing (Liu et al. 2007; Chiu et al. 2009; Warkocki et al. 2009 ), where they likely help to position the BS-A for step 1 catalysis. Both proteins interact with BRR2 and PRP16, which are located at the periphery of hC, and thus link these helicases to the catalytic core.
Before step 2, the branched intron structure (BIS) generated during step 1 of splicing must be displaced from the catalytic center to allow juxtapositioning of the step 2 reactants, the 3 ′ -OH of the 5 ′ exon and the 3 ′ SS. PRP16 action leads to its own release and destabilization/reorganization of CCDC49 and CCDC94 (Horowitz 2012) , and reorganization of ISY1, which remains bound to hC * (Bertram et al. 2017b ). This in turn enables the repositioning of the BIS Figure 6 . Molecular organization of the human C and C * complexes. (A) Overview of the structural organization of the human C and C * complexes. In higher eukaryotes, the exon junction complex (EJC) is deposited 20-24 nucleotides upstream of the exon-exon junction of spliced mRNAs (Le Hir et al. 2000) . In hC * , eIF4AIII binds 6 nts of the 5 ′ exon at a position close to where the EJC should be deposited, and at the same time interacts with MAGOH and MLN51, and U5-SNU114. (B) Interaction of PRP8 RH with the U2/BS helix in the C (left) and C * complex (right), as well as interactions of CCDC49 (CWC25), CCDC94 (YJU2) and ISY1 within the RNP core of the C complex (left). (C) Conformational dynamics of the PRP8 RH domain and movements of the U2/BS helix. The position of the branched intron structure formed after step 1 of splicing is stabilized by contacts with PRP8 RH and Prp17. The branch site adenosine (BS-A) is indicated by a black circle. ∼20 Å away from the catalytic center, creating space for the 3 ′ exon to dock near the 5 ′ exon (Fig. 6B ) and the recruitment of the step 2 factors SLU7 and PRP18 and the RNA helicase PRP22. PRP8
RH is a highly mobile domain whose position changes throughout the splicing cycle (Fig. 6C) . In hC, it interacts with the extended region of the U2/BS helix, CCDC49 and the U2 3 ′ domain. During the C to C * transition, PRP8
RH is rotated by 70 degrees and its β-hairpin is inserted between the U2/BS helix and the U6/intron helix; it thus appears to play an important part in stabilizing the conformation/position of the BIS in C * (Bertram et al. 2017b; Zhang et al. 2017) . Whereas the position of the amino-terminal domain of PRP17-which has an extended conformation and contacts multiple proteins (Fig. 4E) does not change, its WD40 domain (PRP17 WD40 ) moves ∼70 Å, contacting the PRP8 RH and the extended U2/BS helix and adjacent U2 nucleotides in hC * (Fig. 6 ). The step 2 factor SLU7 also interacts tightly with PRP8 RH , stabilizing its rotated conformation. Thus, both PRP17 and SLU7 likely aid in stabilizing the step 2 conformation of the spliceosome, consistent with them acting as step 2 factors (Horowitz 2012) . Although the step 2 factor PRP18 was not detected in hC * complexes, in yC * it interacts with Slu7 and PRP8 RH , and thus also contributes to the formation of a step 2 competent spliceosome Yan et al. 2017) .
In both hC and hC * , the 5 ′ exon is tightly tethered to the spliceosome via base-pairing with U5 loop 1 nucleotides U40-U42 and via multiple contacts with the exon binding channel proteins (see above). Consistent with previous studies showing that CWC22 facilitates exon junction complex (EJC) formation (Barbosa et al. 2012) , in C * , the amino-terminal MIF4G domain of CWC22 contacts the RNA helicase eIF4AIII of the EJC that additionally contains the proteins Y14, MAGOH, and MLN51 (Fig. 6A) .
INSIGHTS INTO THE MECHANISM OF ACTION OF SPLICEOSOMAL HELICASES
CWC22 binds across the EBC and, together with its interaction partners SLU7 and PRP18, was shown in yeast to be released after step 2 by the action of PRP22, leading to release of the spliced mRNA (Fourmann et al. 2013) . PRP22 is located at the periphery of the human C * complex and interacts via its carboxy-terminal OB domain with PRP8, and a long α-helix of SKIP (Fig. 6A) . As PRP8 interacts with CWC22, PRP22 action may indirectly lead to release of CWC22. Cryo-EM revealed that PRP2, PRP16 and PRP22 bind sequentially to the periphery of the spliceosome, and all appear to be located far from their RNA targets (i.e., the U2/BS in the case of PRP2 or at/near the spliceosome's catalytic center in the case of PRP16/PRP22) (Fig. 7) . This supports the idea that these helicases act indirectly, at a distance from their RNA targets (Rauhut et al. 2016; Semlow et al. 2016) . The cryo-EM structures also revealed that each of these helicases interacts primarily with those proteins that are destabilized/released up on their action, and that their stable association with the spliceosome does not require RNA binding. Protein release or RNP remodeling by these helicases, which is dependent on their interaction with intronic RNA downstream from the BS, generates new conformational space that allows the subsequent integration of new spliceosomal proteins or the stabilization/rearrangement of protein domains or proteins already present in the spliceosome.
LARGE-SCALE MOVEMENTS OF SPLICEOSOMAL COMPONENTS
Cryo-EM has revealed that many spliceosomal proteins and large protein ensembles undergo large-scale movements during splicing. The major structural rearrangements that occur during the transitions from one spliceosomal complex to the next are summarized in Figure 7 . These rearrangements require a dynamic network of molecular interactions among numerous spliceosomal components. The ∼300-kDa U2 snRNP 3 ′ domain is a prime example, which unexpectedly undergoes complex translocations of 10-16 nm between complexes B, B act , C, and C * (Fig. 7) . SYF1, which contacts the U2 3 ′ domain via the U2-A ′ protein in the latter three complexes, and SYF3 undergo movements in a concerted manner with the U2 3 ′ domain, suggesting they aid in its repositioning (Fig. 7A) . The movement of the U2 3 ′ domain first toward the catalytic center during B act formation, and then away from it after catalytic step 1, may be driven by the repositioning of the U2/BS helix, whose rotational movements closely mirror those of the U2 3 ′ domain (Figs. 6C and 7A ). Four nucleotides of the human U2 snRNA (A29 to U32), located between the U2/ BS helix and U2 nucleotides that form U2/U6 helix Ia, appear to act as a hinge and enable these complex U2 movements. Brr2, together with PRP8 Jab1 (which tethers BRR2 to the spliceosome) also undergoes large scale movements during most transitions from one spliceosomal complex to the next (Fig. 7A) . As BRR2 helicase activity is negatively regulated in B act , C, and C * complexes, its restructuring may reflect its potential role in stabilizing the position/conformation of its interaction partners at each of these stages.
Multiple domains of PRP8 undergo numerous rearrangements during spliceosome assembly and catalytic activation. As described above, its RT, Linker, and En domains undergo substantial changes relative to its NTD during the integration of the tri-snRNP and during the B to B act and B act to C transitions (Fig. 7B) ; these major PRP8 domains remain largely unchanged after formation of the C complex. PRP8
RH is repositioned at each spliceosomal stage analyzed to date and both the PRP8 α-finger and switch loop (SWL) are repositioned and/or rearranged during the spliceosome's assembly and catalytic phases ( Fig. 6C and see  above) . The SWL comprises part of the 5 ′ exon binding channel in hB act , hC, and C * and toggles between two different conformations. In C * and the yeast post step 2 P complex, the α-finger contacts the 3 ′ SS and nucleotides near the 5 ′ end of the 3 ′ exon Liu et al. 2017; Wilkinson et al. 2017) . Thus, together with U5 loop 1, the PRP8 α-finger aids in stabilizing/positioning the 3 ′ SS and 3 ′ exon, both before and after exon ligation. Whether this and other functionally important interactions after exon ligation are conserved in humans and yeast is presently not clear, as high-resolution, cryo-EM structures of the human P complex and ILS remain to be determined.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Currently available cryo-EM structures of the human spliceosome and tri-snRNP provide important insights into the potential structural and mechanistic effects of disease-related mutations in spliceosomal proteins. These mutations may also have kinetic effects, altering the rate at which one spliceosomal complex is converted into the next, which may influence which proteins (including regulatory ones) ultimately bind. As many alternative splicing choices are made during the earliest stages of spliceosome assembly, future cryo-EM analyses of human spliceosomal complexes formed before complex B, will undoubtedly provide key insights into not only the structural basis for splice site recognition by early splicing factors, but also how mutations in these factors may alter splicing outcomes. Structural analyses of spliceosomes formed on alternatively spliced pre-mRNAs may also reveal the complex mechanisms whereby splice site choices are regulated. The structural information provided by cryo-EM can also be exploited to understand how splicing inhibitors/modulators act, and to design structure-based derivatives that enhance their therapeutic efficacy. In the past three years, cryo-EM has revolutionized the structural analysis of the spliceosome, and it will certainly provide a plethora of intriguing new insights into early spliceosome assembly events and the regulation of alternative splicing in higher eukaryotes in the future.
